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Multifragmentation of fused systems was observed for central collisions between
32 AMeV 129Xe and Sn, and 36 AMeV 155Gd and U. Previous extensive compar-
isons between the two systems led to the hypothesis of spinodal decomposition of
finite systems as the origin of multifragmentation for incident energies around 30
AMeV. New results on velocity and charge correlations of fragments bring strong
arguments in favor of this interpretation.
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1 Introduction
The decay of highly excited nuclear systems through multifragmentation is
currently a subject of great interest in nucleus-nucleus collisions. The recent
advent of powerful 4pi devices brought high quality experimental data which
allow a careful selection of well defined fused systems undergoing multifrag-
mentation. We present in this contribution new results on the multifrag-
mentation of heavy fused systems, formed in central 32 AMeV 129Xe+natSn,
and 36 AMeV 155Gd+U collisions. Details on the experiment, performed at
GANIL with the INDRA 4pi array, and on event selection can be found in
ref 1,2,3.
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Figure 1. Comparison of experimental data with SMM (a-d) and BOB (e-g) simulations.
a-d concerns the 32 AMeV Xe+Sn system, the lines are for data and the symbols for SMM
(all fragments, except open circles and dashed lines which refer to the largest fragment
of each partition). Zbound represents the sum of the charges of all fragments. In e-g the
symbols are for data and the lines for BOB simulations. Light grey lines and triangles stand
for Gd+U and black lines and circles for Xe+Sn.
First evidence for a bulk effect was found in the comparison of the two
multifragmenting systems, which have the same available energy ∼ 7 AMeV:
the charge distributions are identical while the number of fragments scales
as the charge of the systems3,2. This scaling could simply be the sign of the
breaking of statistically equilibrated systems, but could also be envisaged as
the occurrence of spinodal decomposition of very heavy composite systems
(A>250). Indeed if systems break in the spinodal region of the (T,ρ) plane ,
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a “primitive” break-up into fragments with a favoured size is predicted 4, in
connexion with the wave lengths of the most unstable modes in nuclear matter.
The enhancement of equal-sized fragment partitions is however washed out by
several effects (beating of different modes, coalescence of nuclear-interacting
fragments, finite size of the systems, and secondary decays). Stochastic mean-
field simulations (BOB) 5 which describe the entire collision process up to the
final fragment de-excitation, well account for fragment multiplicity and charge
distributions as well as for the average fragment kinetic energies (fig. 1e-
g). The SMM statistical model 6 however also well reproduces the same
distributions, provided that the mass, charge and excitation energy of the
system are traced back to the “freeze-out” time, where fragments cease to
feel the nuclear interaction 7,8 (fig. 1a-d). Therefore the variables considered
above do not furnish a stringent enough test of a spinodal decomposition, and
one has to turn to correlation studies. In the following sections the samples
of experimental and simulated (BOB, SMM) events are exactly the same as
those from which fig 1a-g were built.
2 Velocity correlations
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Figure 2. Correlation functions for
the reduced fragment relative ve-
locities. The fragment charges are
in the range 5-20. Experimental
data (points) are compared with
the results of dynamical simula-
tions and of the statistical model
SMM, for the Gd+U (top) and
Xe+Sn (bottom) multifragmenting
events.
Reduced fragment-fragment velocity correlations were built, mixing pairs
of fragments with different charges to increase statistics. The same procedure
was used for experimental data and for simulated events. These correlation
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functions should reflect the topology of the events at freeze-out, and especially
the strength of the Coulomb repulsion. Experimental and calculated (BOB
and SMM) velocity correlation functions are shown in fig 2 for the two systems
under study. In this figure the fragment are limited to the range Z=5-20, but
similar pictures are obtained when the heavier fragments are included (for
both systems < Zmax >∼ 25). In both cases the BOB simulations perfectly
match the experimental data, indicating that the configuration at freeze-out is
correctly described. As this topology is not of bubble-type,it rules out surface
instabilities as being the cause of multifragmentation. Conversely, the SMM
calculations, which in this version simply randomly place the fragment in a
volume equal to 3 times the normal nuclear volume, do not reproduce the
velocity correlations, in particular the Coulomb depletion is too broad, and a
bump appears just after. In ref 9 such a bump marks the presence of one very
big fragment in the partitions. It is not the case here as it was shown that
the details of the partitions are well reproduced by this SMM calculation.
3 Charge correlations
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Figure 3. Charge correlations for
events with fragment multiplici-
ties 4 (top) and 5 (bottom). The
left column refers to experimental
data, and the right column to re-
sults of the dynamical simulation.
A compact way of describing event partitions is to build higher order
charge correlation functions, defined as the ratio of yields Y(<Z>,∆Z) for
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correlated and decorrelated fragments; <Z> is the average fragment charge
and ∆Z the standard deviation per event 10. In such a representation, any
privileged partition (down to the level of 0.1%) will appear as a peak at the
corresponding<Z>,∆Z bin. Charge correlation functions built for experimen-
tal and BOB simulated events are shown in fig. 3; only for the Xe+Sn system
was the statistics high enough for such a study. For all fragment multiplicities
(we show here only M=4 and 5) the experimental charge correlation has a
peak in the bin ∆Z = 0-1, indicating an enhancement of partitions with frag-
ments of equal size. This peak corresponds to a constant value of the product
M× <Z>. Its existence is specific of the fused events selected, it does not
appear for other very dissipative types of collisions 11. The number of events
in the peaks at ∆Z = 0-1 summed over all multiplicities corresponds to 0.1%
of the fused events. The same features are observed in events simulated with
BOB (fig. 3 right). Although in BOB we know that all events multifragment
through spinodal decomposition, only 0.1% of them survive the blurring of
the favored initial fragment size. Thus we state that all the experimentally
selected fused systems also underwent spinodal decomposition. Finally the
events simulated with the version of SMM considered here do not present any
partition with equal-sized fragments 11.
4 Conclusions
New detailed analyses of fragment velocity and charge correlation functions
for very heavy multifragmenting systems strongly support the previous as-
sumption that spinodal decomposition is at the origin of multifragmentation,
for very heavy systems at incident energies around 30-35 AMeV.
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